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Abstract 
This paper proposes a new approach to training the i-vector 
space using a variant of PCA with the Baum-Welch statistics 
for speaker verification. In eigenvoice the rank of variability 
space is bounded by the number of training speakers, so a 
variant of the probabilistic PCA approach is introduced for 
estimating the parameters. But this constraint doesn’t exist in 
i-vector model because the number of utterances is much 
bigger than the rank of total variability space. We adopt the 
EM algorithm for PCA with the statistics to train the total 
variability space, and the maximum likelihood criterion is used. 
After WCCN, the cosine similarity scoring is used for decision. 
These two total variability spaces will be fused at feature-level 
and score-level. The experiments have been run on the NIST 
SRE 2008 data, and the results show that the performances in 
two total variability spaces are comparable. The performance 
can be improved obviously after feature fusion and score 
fusion. 
Index Terms: speaker verification, i-vector, principal 
component analysis 
 

1. Introduction 
Joint Factor Analysis (JFA) [1, 2] has achieved the state of the 
art for text-independent speaker recognition in recent years. 
The main idea in traditional JFA, introduced by Kenny [2], is 
to find two subspaces which represent the speaker and 
channel-variabilities respectively. Dehak [3] proposed a single 
space that models the two variabilities and named it the total 
variability space, which is a low-dimension space of the 
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [4] supervector space. The 
vectors in the low-dimensional space are called i-vectors. The 
i-vectors are smaller in size and can get recognition 
performance similar to that obtained by JFA.  

In the total variability space, the approach training the total 
variability matrix is processed by following a similar process 
to that of learning the eigenvoice matrix of JFA and is fully 
detailed in [1]. The main difference between these two is that 
in training the eigenvoice of JFA, all recordings of a given 
speaker are considered to belong to the same person, where in 
train the total variability matrix, each instance of a given 
speaker’s set of utterances is regarded as having been 
produced by a different speaker. 

In training eigenvoice, a variant of the Probabilistic 
Principal Component Analysis (PPCA) [5] approach is 
introduced for estimating the parameters. The probabilistic 
approach has an advantage over other approaches because it 
enables us to estimate as many eigenvoices as there are 
speakers in the training set. But in i-vector model, the number 
of training recordings is much larger than the dimension of 
eigenspace. So the constraint existing in training eigenvoice 
doesn’t exist in training the i-vector space.  

In this paper, we train the total variability space by 
combining the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and the 

Baum-Welch statistics. Our approach and Kenny’s approach 
are similar, and an EM algorithm for PCA [6] is used in 
processing thousands of datapoints in hundreds of thousands 
of dimensions. And we fuse these two approaches at feature 
level and score level for pursuing the better performance. 

This paper is organized in the following way: In section 2 
we explain our EM algorithm for training the total variability 
space and two fusion approaches. Section 3 we present the 
results of our experiments. Finally, section 4 is devoted to the 
main conclusions and our future work. 

 

2. Methods 
Given speaker- and channel-dependent GMM supervector M 
can be modeled as follows: 

 TwMM �� 0
 (1) 

where M0 is a speaker- and channel-independent supervector, 
T is a low rank matrix, which represents a basis of the reduced 
total variability space and w is a normal distributed vector 
which are referred to as i-vector. The M is assumed to be 
normally distributed with mean vector M0 and covariance 
matrix TTT � . This model can be viewed like a principal 
component analysis of the larger supervector space that allows 
projecting the speech utterances in the total variability space. 

A variant of the PPCA approach is used in training the 
total variability matrix T. The feature vector associated with a 
given recording is the MAP estimation of w, and the matrix T 
is estimated using the EM algorithm described in Kenny’s 
paper [1]. 

In our method, the likelihood function as the estimation 
criterion is: 

 � ��
s

sTwMsOP )),(|)((max 0
 (1) 

where s ranges over the recordings in the training set, O(s) is 
the recording data and Σ is the covariance matrix of GMM. 
Although we can get all supervectors in training dataset, using 
PCA directly to estimate the total variability matrix T is not 
feasible. The dimension of supervector is very big and the 
number of recordings is big also, and computing the sample 
covariance is very costly.  

We adopt the idea of EM algorithm for PCA [6], and 
estimate the model parameters with the Baum-Welch statistics. 
The optimization proceeds by iterating the following two steps: 

1) For each training recording s, use the estimate of T to 
find the i-vector which maximizes the GMM 
likelihood. 

2) Estimate a new total variability space T given the old 
space and the new i-vectors over all recordings in the 
training set. 

Each of the optimization steps is described in detail in the 
next two subsections. 
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2.1. Estimating the i-vector 
The ML estimation of the i-vector for a given recording is 
similar to the MLED (Maximum Likelihood eigen-
decomposition) in [7, 12] and estimating the cluster weights in 
[8]. According to the E-step computing in [6], we can estimate 
the i-vector for recording s with the Baum-Welch statistics. 

If m is a Gaussian distribution in GMM for a given 
recording, first we normalize each observation for m by 
subtracting the corresponding component of mean vector M0. 

To maximize the likelihood of observation, we maximize 
an auxiliary function )ˆ,( ��Q , where �  is current model and 

�̂  is estimated model. Ignoring the standard constants and 
terms independent of � , we have: 
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where )(tm
 is the occupation probability, and 
mT  is the 

submatrix of T for mixture component m.  
Consider the basis vector e(j) in T with j = 1 … K: 
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where )( jem
 represents the subvector of basis vector j 

corresponding to the mean vector of mixture Gaussian m. 
By differentiating with respect to the i-vector of a 

particular recording and equating to zero, the i-vector for 
recording s can be got.  For each recording s, we set

KjjwQ s ...1,0))(/( ���� . Assuming the basis are 
independent, jijwiw ss ���� ,0))(/)(( . One obtain for j = 
1…K 
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There are K equations to solve for the K unknown weights 
( )( jws

 values).  

2.2. Estimating the total variability space 
The ML estimation of the i-vector space is similar to the 
estimating model-based clusters in [8]. Two statistics are 
required to estimate the space basis: 
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To maximize the likelihood of observation, we maximize 
an auxiliary function )ˆ,( ��Q . After differentiating Q with 
respect to T(m) and equating to zero, the total variability space 
may be estimated using: 

 )(1)()( mmTm KGT ��  (8) 

2.3. Comparing to Kenny’s method 
The PPCA is applied by Kenny, and the PCA by our method. 
Their formulas are very similar. Using PPCA, the i-vector for 
utterance s can be obtained by the following: 

 )(~))(( 111 sFTTsNTIw TT ��� �����  (9) 

where )(sN  is the diagonal matrix of dimension MF MF 
whose diagonal block are IsNm )( , (m=1,…,M) and )(~ sF  is a 

supervector of dimension MF 1 obtained by concatenating 
all the centralized first order Baum-Welch statistic. If we 
remove the I in (9), the formula is same to ours. 

In Kenny’s method, the total variability space can be 
obtained by the following: 
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If we make 

 TTT swswswEswEswswE )()(])([)]([])()([ ��  (11) 

then the formula is same to ours also. 

2.4. WCCN and cosine similarity scoring 
WCCN is introduced by Andrew Hatch [9] in the context of 
SVM classifiers. The idea is to scale the total variability space 
by a factor that is inversely proportional to an estimate of the 
within-class covariance matrix. The within-class covariance 
matrix is estimated using the total factor vectors form a set of 
development speakers as 
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where 
sw  is the mean of the i-vectors for each speaker s with 

ns corresponding to the number of utterances for that speaker, 
and S is the total number of speakers. 

The simple cosine similarity metric [10, 11] has been 
applied successfully in the total variability space to compare 
two supervectors for making a speaker detection decision. 
Given two i-vectors via the projection of two supervectors in 
the total variability space and the WCCN compensation for 
inter-session variabilities, a target '

arg ettw  from a know speaker 

and a test  '
testw  from an unknown speaker, the cosine 

similarity score is given as: 
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where �  is the decision threshold. 

2.5. Feature fusion and score fusion 
There are two fusion methods in our experiments: feature 
fusion and score fusion. In feature fusion, the i-vectors in two 
total variability spaces are concatenated to a new vector for a 
given recording, and then the cosine classifier is used. For a 
given recording, )(PCAw  and )(PPCAw  are two i-vectors in two 
total variability spaces, the new i-vector is given as: 
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In score fusion, two classifiers are separately used with the i-
vectors in two total variability spaces, and then a simple linear 
function is used to get the result. The new score is: 
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where � is between 0 and 1. 

3. Experiments 

3.1. Experiment set-up 
The features were derived from the waveforms using 19 mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients on a 20 millisecond frame 
every 10 milliseconds. Delta and delta-delta coefficients were 
computed making up a thirty nine dimensional feature vector. 
And the band limiting was performed by retaining only the 
filter bank outputs form the frequency range 300-3400 Hz. 
Mean removal, preemphasis and a hamming window were 
applied, and energy-based end pointing eliminated nonspeech 
frames.  

Our experiments were performed on the 2008 NIST SRE 
dataset. NIST SRE2004 1side training corpus was used to train 
two gender-dependent UBMs with 512 Gaussian components. 
The rank of the total variability matrix T was chosen to be 400. 
NIST SRE2004, SRE 2005, and SRE 2006 telephone datasets 
were used for estimating the total variability space and the 
projection matrix in WCCN for inter-session compensation. 
There were 11656 female utterances and 8615 male utterances 
in the training datasets. Finally the cosine similarity scoring 
was used for the decision. 

For measuring the performance, we used equal error rate 
(EER) and the minimum decision cost function (DCF). The 
score normalization [13] did not used in our experiments, 
although it is effective for improving performance. 

3.2. Results on telephone condition 
The first experiment was run on the 1conv-1conv 2008 SRE 
core telephone condition. As show in Table 1, performances of 
the two i-vector spaces are similar. In our experiment, the total 
variability space generated by PPCA is a little better than that 
by PCA for female, which is opposite for male. But we cannot 
say one is better than another.  

Table 1: Comparison results between the total 
variability spaces generated by PCA and PPCA. The 

results are on the 1conv-1conv 2008 SRE core 
telephone condition 

model gender EER(%) DCF 
i-vector(PCA) female 10.57 0.051 

i-vector(PPCA) female 10.48 0.051 
i-vector(PCA) male 7.10 0.034 

i-vector(PPCA) male 7.19 0.033 
 

3.3. Results on cross-channel condition 
The second experiment was run on the 1conv-1conv 2008 SRE 
core cross-channel condition. Training the total variability 
space and the projection matrix in WCCN were still on the 
NIST 2004, 2005, 2006 telephone datasets.  

Table 2 shows the results of experiments on female part of 
the 2008 SER data. The performance of the total variability 
space generated by PCA is worse than that by PPCA on cross-

channel condition. Table 3 shows the result of experiments on 
male data, we can get the opposite result.  

Table 2: Comparison results between the total 
variability spaces generated by PCA and PPCA. The 
results are on the female portion of the 1conv-1conv 

2008 SRE core cross-channel condition 

model training testing EER(%) DCF 
PCA phonecall phonecall 10.57 0.051 

 phonecall interview 12.11 0.057 
 interview phonecall 13.17 0.055 
 interview interview 16.40 0.058 
 all all 14.37 0.061 

PPCA phonecall phonecall 10.48 0.051 
 phonecall interview 11.72 0.054 
 interview phonecall 12.32 0.055 
 interview interview 15.95 0.059 
 all all 14.16 0.062 

 

Table 3: Comparison results between the total 
variability spaces generated by PCA and PPCA. The 
results are on the male portion of the 1conv-1conv 

2008 SRE cross-channel condition 

model training testing EER(%) DCF 
i-vector phonecall phonecall 7.10 0.034 

PCA phonecall interview 8.48 0.040 
 interview phonecall 8.56 0.035 
 interview interview 12.08 0.050 
 all all 10.21 0.047 

i-vector phonecall phonecall 7.19 0.033 
PPCA phonecall interview 10.05 0.041 

 interview phonecall 9.16 0.039 
 interview interview 12.12 0.051 
 all all 10.29 0.048 

 

3.4. Feature fusion 
The third experiment was about the feature fusion, which had 
been run on the 1conv-1conv 2008 SRE core cross-channel 
condition. The rank of the total variability matrix T was 400, 
so the size of new i-vector was 800. We can see from table 4 
that the performance has been improved a little overall 
compared to any single total variability space in table 2 or 
table 3. 

Table 4: Results on the i-vector model fusing the total 
variability spaces generated by PCA and PPCA at 

feature level. The results are on the 1conv-1conv 2008 
SRE cross-channel condition 

gender training testing EER(%) DCF 
female phonecall phonecall 10.41 0.050 

 phonecall interview 11.23 0.054 
 interview phonecall 12.52 0.054 
 interview interview 16.01 0.057 
 all all 14.05 0.061 

male phonecall phonecall 7.01 0.033 
 phonecall interview 8.98 0.039 
 interview phonecall 8.39 0.036 
 interview interview 11.89 0.050 
 all all 10.10 0.047 
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3.5. Score fusion 
Finally, we fused two total variability spaces at score level, 
and table 5 shows the results. We can see that the performance 
is improved obviously compared any single total variability 
space. Compared the feature fusion, the score fusion also get 
the better performance. 

 

Table 5: Results on the i-vector model fusing the total 
variability spaces generated by PCA and PPCA at 

score level. The results are on the 1conv-1conv 2008 
SRE cross-channel condition 

gender training testing EER(%) DCF 
female phonecall phonecall 10.31 0.050 

 phonecall interview 10.98 0.053 
 interview phonecall 12.21 0.054 
 interview interview 16.00 0.057 
 all all 14.01 0.061 

male phonecall phonecall 6.95 0.032 
 phonecall interview 8.38 0.038 
 interview phonecall 8.27 0.035 
 interview interview 11.80 0.049 
 all all 10.03 0.047 

 

4. Conclusions 
We propose a method to train the i-vector model parameters. 
The main idea is adopting the EM algorithm for PCA and 
working with the Baum-Welch statistics of utterances. Our 
method is compared with the Kenny’s method, and we find 
that they are very similar. Finally, the WCCN is used for inter-
session compensation and the cosine similarity scoring is used 
for decision. We can fuse two methods at feature level and 
score level. Our experiments were run on NIST SRE dataset. 
The results show that the performance of our method is 
comparable with Kenny’s method. After feature fusion, the 
performance can be improved a little overall. And the score 
fusion can improve the performance obviously. 

Although the model shows the advantages, there are some 
new problems which still need to solve. First, the covariance 
matrix  is not updated in our method, and this will be tested 
in near future. Second, PCA is a widely used unsupervised 
dimensionality reduction technique in data analysis. And some 
discriminative training methods show better performance in 
many applications, such as LDA [14]. We will try to combine 
the Baum-Welch statistics and LDA to get a more 
discriminative total variability space. JFA has been 
reinterpreted as signal coding using overcomplete dictionaries 
in Danile’s paper [15], and the i-vecor model can also be 
reinterpreted in the same way. Some theories and algorithms 
in overcomplete dictionaries have been developed rapidly in 
recent years. We will also do more research on the basis of the 
total variability space. 
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